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Riordan Signature Homes
Though the foundation of any residential project at Riordan Signature Homes remains an unwavering
commitment to the customer, it’s far from the only hallmark on which this award-winning company is built.
For more than 20 years, Jay and Daniel Riordan have added to their father’s business legacy by creating singular
works of architectural brilliance in and around the Chicago area. The standards of craftsmanship and customerservice excellence so valued by James Riordan—a hard-working native of Limerick, Ireland, who realized his dream
of starting a company by launching Riordan Builders in 1971—are ingrained in his sons’ approach to custom
homebuilding. “From the preconstruction development to the construction of the home to the fine details of
landscaping, we leave no stone unturned,” Jay says. “Satisfied clients define our success.”That success is
evident not only through referrals by architects, designers and enthralled clients but also through recognition by
experts in the field. RSH recently earned the coveted 2010 Crystal Key Award for Best Home in the Chicago area
(encompassing more than 130 suburbs) for its one-of-a-kind Nantucket-style residence in Hinsdale. It marked the
second consecutive year that Riordan Signature Homes took home this honor. “Meeting a customer’s needs is our top
priority,” Daniel says. “Fulfilling them is our signature mark.”
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“Satisfied clients define our
success; our clients are the
heart and soul behind
	Riordan Signature Homes.”

708.783.1133
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How do you define a
successful project?

How do you think your clients
would characterize you?

What are your favorite types
of styles to work on and why?

Whether it’s Old World
sophistication or a new,
clean-cut and contemporary
design, RSH is founded on the
principle of creating not just a
house but a home.

Quality-driven and dependable.
We are devoted to client
relationships and ensuring that
a beautiful and architecturally
distinct home is delivered on
time and on budget.

In all honesty, we have no
favorites. We take pleasure
in the challenges that come
with the construction of every
home—we’ve never build the
same home twice.

FEATURES: Oversized
marble tile flooring gives
this master bathroom an
impeccable look. Furniture
inspired cherry wood vanities
accented with marble
counter tops create the
perfect finish in this
magnificent private room.

SPECIAL ADV ERTISING SE CTION

FEATURES: This picture perfect master bath exudes elegance beyond
its arched entry. Complete with classic marble flooring and a vintage
style stand alone bathtub this bathroom is a haven for relaxation.

FEATURES: Floor-to-ceiling windows provide a feeling of openness to
the family room of this Nantucket style home. Plank-style hickory wood
flooring, accented by wall-to-wall solid wood paneling and an oversized
fireplace compliment the custom crafted cherry wood ceiling.

FEATURES: 2010 Crystal Key Award winning Nantucket style home
encompasses four levels of elegant living space. Uncompromised
craftsmanship, innovative architecture, meticulous finishes and
state of the art design abound in this charming home.

FEATURES: Inspired by the true elegance of Old World design, this
kitchen offers custom cabinetry with recessed door panel doors,
complimented with a painted finish and glaze. An expansive island with
custom cherry wood counter top welcomes family and guests.

